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ABSTRACT
University students select courses for an upcoming term in part
based on expected workload. Course credit hours is often the only
metric given by the institution relevant to how much work a course
will be and does not serve as a precise estimate due to the lack of
granularity of the metric which can lead to student under or over-
estimation. We define a novel task of predicting relative effective
course credit hours, or time load; essentially, determining which
courses take more time than others. For this task, we draw from
institutional data sources including course catalog descriptions,
student enrollment histories and ratings from a popular course
rating website. To validate this work, we design a personalized
survey for university students to collect ground truth labels, pre-
senting themwith pairs of courses they had taken and asking which
course took more time per week on average. We evaluate which
sources of data using which machine representation techniques
provide the best prediction of these course time load ratings. We
establish a benchmark accuracy of 0.71 on this novel task and find
skip-grams applied to enrollment data (i.e., course2vec), not catalog
descriptions, to be most useful in predicting the time demands of a
course.
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1 INTRODUCTION
When selecting courses for one term of a university degree pro-
gram, students are faced with a dilemma: what combination of
courses will challenge them and keep them engaged without giving
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them an unmanageable workload? Usually, they can look to a few
different indicators for some clues: the credit hour designation by
instructors for each course in their planned schedule, advice from
other students, and grade distributions from previous offerings of
courses they are considering. Each of these, though, has its own
issues. Credit hour designations are imperfect and coarse-grained
and therefore not all n-credit hour courses are equal in terms of
hours of work required per week. Advice from other students is
anecdotal and not necessarily representative of the typical student.
Finally, average grades can also be misleading because the grade
does not always correspond to the amount of time required and
many courses grade on a curve, obscuring the raw percentage score.
This points to the need for a “course load metric” that can more
accurately and precisely determine which courses require a greater
amount of work to succeed. With this more fine-grained informa-
tion in-hand, students could better compose their term’s set of
courses and avoid severe over or under estimation of workload that
could result in reduced learning outcomes.

A useful notion of “course load” is one that derives from the
psychological concept of mental workload. One way of measuring
mental workload is through the Subjective Workload Assessment
Technique (SWAT), a procedure that determines the workload asso-
ciated with a task based on three factors [15]. The first is time load,
or the amount of time a worker has to accomplish the task. The
second is mental effort load, which is the amount of concentration
needed to complete the task. The final criterion is psychological
stress load, or the internal and external factors (e.g., anxiety, frus-
tration, noise in the surrounding environment) that pose a barrier
to finishing the task. Course load can be seen as a combination of
all three of these factors applied to a course as a whole rather than
one particular task: the amount of time the course demands, the
amount of concentration it requires, and the amount of confusion
and other negative feelings it provokes.

In this paper, we focus on the time load aspect of course load.
Course load in education literature has typically been used syn-
onymously with the number of credit hours for a course, which
are meant to be a measure of time [1, 9, 19]. Credit hours are de-
signed as an estimate of the number of hours per week a student
is expected to spend on a course. However, credit hours are not
fine-grained, only providing a rough estimate of the time required-
one 3-credit hour course could take significantly more time than
another. In addition, credit hour ratings can also be inaccurate; a
newly established course rated at 2 credit hours can in practice
end up taking the same amount of time as a 4-credit hour course.
Therefore, there is a need to determine the true or effective credit
hours associated with a course, or what we call its course time load.

Various institutional sources of data about courses were gathered
to aid our time load predictive model. These sources included course
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catalog descriptions, student enrollment histories, and ratings from
a popular course ratings website. We then created vector represen-
tations from these data sources to correspond to each course. Using
these vectors, we attempted to predict which of two presented
courses had the higher time load, with ground truth labels collected
from student responses from a survey designed for this study. We
took two approaches to making this pair-wise prediction. The first
approach attempted to treat predicting existing, imperfect course
credit hour ratings as a regression task, regularized by the institu-
tional course data vectors. When making the pairwise prediction,
the course which has the higher credit hours prediction would be
selected. The second approach was a direct supervised training of
models to predict the student labelled higher time load course.

2 RELATEDWORK
Course time load is a previously unstudied measure in the field of
learning analytics and educational data mining. More attention has
been recently paid to other institutional tasks, such as predicting
students’ course enrollments, grades, and prerequisites.

Of the three tasks mentioned above, grade prediction has been
most prevalent in the literature. Elbadrawy and Karypis [4] ap-
plied collaborative filtering to the grade prediction task with the
goal of helping students select suitable courses. Ren et al. [17, 18]
also attempted grade prediction by analyzing historical educational
records, such as co-taken courses. Hu and Rangwala [6] presented
two types of Bayesian deep learning models for grade prediction
under a course-specific framework. Morsy and Karypis [10] ana-
lyzed the relationship between students’ degree plans and their
graduation GPA based on a dataset that spanned 16 years. Finally,
Jiang et al. [8] employed an LSTM-based model to predict student
letter and pass/fail grades.

Enrollment prediction (i.e., predicting which course a student
will take next) has been a secondary area of research focus. [4]
investigated how academic features such as students’ majors and
academic levels influence enrollment patterns. In order to imple-
ment academic early warning systems and help underperforming
students get back on track, Brown et al. [2] used student grades
and enrollment histories to make enrollment predictions. With data
on student enrollment histories, course catalog descriptions, and
course grades, [12] developed a personalized course guidance sys-
tem using neural networks, suggesting courses based on predicted
enrollments. Polyzou et al. [14] proposed a random-walk-based
approach to capture the sequence relationships between different
courses to recommend course lists to students.

A third area of institutional prediction tasks relates to inferring
properties of courses such as prerequisite relationships and latent
topics. Jiang and Pardos [7] applied Course2vec [12] and graph
embedding techniques to predict prerequisites. Hu and Rangwala
[5] used course grades and student enrollment data to predict pre-
requisite chains. Finally, enrollment data have been used to infer
latent keywords and topics of courses Dong et al. [3], Motz et al.
[11].

Jiang and Pardos [7] provide a summary of additional related
work in this quickly developing area. The various successes high-
lighted above using institutional data and neural embeddings to

learn latent aspects of courses suggest that they may carry use-
ful signals for predicting course load features, which our study is
concerned with predicting.

3 COLLECTING GROUND TRUTH TIME
LOAD DATA

In order to validate our models, which aspire to accurately predict
relative time load, we needed a ground truth data source for higher
quality labels. However, existing data sources, such as course credit
hours and data from learning management systems (LMS), only
serve as an inexact proxy for time load. Credit hours, as previously
discussed, are not granular enough. LMS clickstream data can pro-
vide details about the number of assignments, late assignments, and
activity within the LMS, but not how much time is spent on these
assignments outside of the LMS. Therefore, we went to students
to collect ground truth labels in the form of a personalized survey,
taken on an existing course recommendation platform with access
to enrollment histories.

We designed the survey to ask the following question: "Below
are two courses you received the same grade in. Which course took
you more hours per week to achieve that grade?" We asked students
to make pairwise comparisons, rather than absolute rankings or
ratings, because we anticipated that students’ recollections about
exactly how much time a course took may be fuzzy. We also an-
ticipated that students may bias their rating of time load based on
the grade they received, favoring the lower grade course as having
higher time load. To avoid this potential bias, we asked students
to only compare courses in which they received the exact same
letter grade (e.g. B+ grade courses compared to other B+ grades
rather than compared to B- grades). We also only asked students
to compare courses in which they receive a C- or above. This was
due to our assumption that grades below this point, which include
failing grades, would contain too much variability in time spent
to receive those grades and thus would likely not produce reliable
pairwise ratings. We limited the survey to juniors and seniors to
ensure that participants would have a course history long enough
to make several comparisons between courses they received the
same grade in. If students did not have at least ten pairs of courses
they could compare, they were excluded from participating in the
survey. If they had more than twenty pairs they could compare,
twenty of the possible pairs were presented to them at random. On
average, students had 19 pairs of courses to rate.

In order to present students with course pairs from their history,
we engineered a survey interface into an existing course recom-
mender system platform 1 at UCBerkeley, a public university. Figure
1 displays the interface of the survey study. This system was imple-
mented using a Python Flask back-end and Angular front-end, with
a simple MySQL database. Table 1 shows an example of a single
user course rating collected in the study.

Juniors and seniors from the University were invited to partici-
pate through various popular Facebook groups associated with the
University. We also sent emails to a number of students who had
participated in past studies and expressed interest in future studies.
We had n = 56 participants, with each participant being given a $10
gift card to a popular e-commerce website to complete the survey.
1https://askoski.berkeley.edu
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Overall, 436 courses were presented to be rated by students in
our survey, totalling 1,058 pairwise time load ratings. The quality
of the responses was assessed by analyzing submission times. For a
single survey response, the mean submission time was 10.89s, the
median 4.71s, and minimum 0.76s. Six were submitted in under 1s.
Based on these statistics, we chose not to exclude any responses. Of
the 1,058 course pairs, there were 44 that were duplicates. Of these,
15 were rated oppositely by the two students who rated them.

Table 1: Example student rating from the survey log data

anon_id: 123456 course_a: Journalism_122
course_b: Geography_149A course_selected: Geography_149A
duration: 12.818 timestamp: 1589214177.4140222

4 DATASETS
In addition to the ground truth data collected from the user study,
we worked with several other datasets, described in this section.

4.1 Course Catalog Description Data
We used an API from the University to retrieve course titles and
catalog descriptions. We retrieve these data for a total of 9,986
courses, which covered 99% of the courses students rated in the
time load survey. Table 2 shows an example of course information
we collected from this API. Figure 2 shows a histogram of credit
hours for these nearly 10 thousand courses, which was an additional
feature returned by the API.

Table 2: An example of course catalog description data

course_id: DATA_144 course_title: Data Mining & Analytics
course_description: This course introduces students to practi-
cal fundamentals of data mining and machine learning with just
enough theory to aid intuition building. The course is project-
oriented, with a project beginning in class every week and to be
completed outside of class by the following week, or two weeks
for longer assignments. The in-class portion of the project is
meant to be collaborative, with the instructor working closely
with groups to understand the learning objectives and help them
work through any logistics that may be slowing them down.
Weekly lectures introduce the concepts and algorithms which
will be used in the upcoming project. Students leave the class
with hands-on data mining and data engineering skills they can
confidently apply.

4.2 Student Enrollment Data
We used a dataset from the same institution as the students in the
survey, which consists of anonymized student course enrollment
data from Fall 2008 to Spring 2017. Each row of the dataset contains
an anonymized student ID, course name and number, semester
year, and the grade the student received in the course. The dataset
contains enrollment histories of 80,503 students with 1,984,422 total

enrollments. There were 7,941 courses in all that were enrolled in,
all with catalog description data from the API, and covering 98% of
the courses rated in the time load survey. After filtering out courses
that were not found in both the course catalog description data and
the student enrollment data, we were left with N=431 courses and
a total of 1,017 ratings from the survey. This was the validation set
used for all experiments except for those involving "NinjaCourses"
data, described in the next section.

4.3 NinjaCourses Data
NinjaCourses is a website where students can quickly plan their
schedule and see student ratings and reviews of courses and instruc-
tors. It was developed by members of the University community;
however, it is not affiliated with the University. Though Ninja-
Courses is no longer being updated as of the Fall 2016 semester,
it remains a popular source of information that students consult.
Ratings on NinjaCourses are expressed across four dimensions:
course assignments, course exams, instructor helpfulness, and in-
structor enthusiasm. Additionally, some student ratings include
comments that detail their experience in the course. We collected
NinjaCourses ratings and comments posted between Fall 2007 to
Spring 2016 for all courses that students had rated in our time load
survey. Of the 436 courses rated in the survey, 318 courses (or 73%)
were found in our data collected from the NinjaCourses website. On
average, these 318 courses each had 72 student ratings, of which 40
included text comments. The data format is shown in Table 3. After
filtering out ratings from our own survey of courses that were not
found in the NinjaCourses dataset, we were left with N=295 courses
and a total of 687 ratings from the survey. Only the experiments
involving NinjaCourses ratings and comments used this reduced
validation set.

5 EFFECTIVE CREDIT HOUR PREDICTION
METHODOLOGY

Using various course representation vectors, discussed in Section 6,
we designed two different modeling approaches to predicting course
time load. The first, credit hour regression, attempted to use course
vectors and campus supplied credit hours to predict the relative
difference in credit hours between courses. The second, pairwise
classification, was trained to directly classify which of the two input
course vectors would be rated as having a higher time load.

5.1 Credit Hour Regression
In this method, we use official credit hours as a proxy for time load
and do not utilize our time load user study validation data during
training. The training of this method can therefore be seen as unsu-
pervised with respect to the target being predicted (i.e., pair-wise
selections in our time load validation data). The rationale behind
this approach was that the regression might learn a correlation
between high and low credit hour courses and course features from
the embedding. In the best case, the embedding as input to the credit
hour prediction model might serve as useful regularization and add
granularity, since the model would produce a continuous credit
hour prediction instead of being limited to an integer between one
and four.
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Figure 1: Screenshot from the student survey. A student is shown two courses from their history and asked which took more
time to achieve the same grade.

Table 3: An example of Ninja Courses data for one course

course_id Computer Science_189 average_rating 76
average_assignments_rating 7 average_exams_rating 66
average_helpfulness_rating 70 average_enthusiasm_rating 72
comments: [’Loved Malik, focused on the derivation of various conc ept and went into depth (not as much as other classes, but that’s
alright). He was engaging, and really fun to listen to and learn from. Easy class overall, tests were easy and assignments were fun.’]

Figure 2: Histogram of credit hours

Methods used to predict the official credit hours of the input
course included "credit hour regression" and "credit hour neural net-
work." In credit hour regression, a linear regression was performed
from a set of vectors representing each course, to the number of
official credit hours each course was worth. If the predicted credit
hours of course A was higher than the predicted credit hours of
course B, we predicted that course A has a greater time load than

course B. The credit hour neural network method used a single
20-node hidden layer neural network to perform the same task.
In these ranking methods, we have used credit hours as a proxy
for course time load. The accuracy of each of these methods was
determined by calculating the percentage of correctly predicted
selections between two courses in our validation survey data.

5.2 Pairwise Classification Method
In this method, we utilized our collected time load validation data to
train models to directly predict which of the two input courses were
chosen by a student as having the higher effective course time load.
Figure 3 depicts this course classification approach. Methods used
for classification included "validation set logistic regression" and
"validation set neural network." For both, 10-fold cross validation
was performed to determine the accuracy of the method. The input
to the models was a vector representation of course A concatenated
with a representation of course B. The output label was 0 if course
A was selected as higher time load in the survey and 1 if not. The
neural network classifier used a simple 20-node hidden layer feed-
forward neural network with logistic output activation. For our
best performing vector set (with the 20-node NN), we also tried a
100-node neural network and a random forest (RF), which did not
improve accuracy.
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Figure 3: Direct pairwise classification method diagram

6 REPRESENTATION METHODS
To aid in the novel task of predicting relative time load between
pairs of courses, we evaluated different ways of representing
courses as vectors, based on the data sources discussed in Section 3.

6.1 Course2Vector
Course vectors learned from enrollment histories were taken from
previous research [13]. Inspired by the applications to natural lan-
guage, this method frames a student enrollment sequence as a
"sentence", and courses within the sequence as "words." To be more
specific, for each student, a chronological course enrollment se-
quence is produced by first sorting by semester then randomly
serializing within-semester course order. Then, a skip-gram model
is applied to these sequences to learn course vector embeddings.
In language models, two word vectors are typically cosine similar
if they share similar sentence contexts. Likewise, in the education
domain, if courses share many student co-enrollments, they will
likely be close to one another in the vector space.

For this research, we used course2vec vectors that performed best
in an analogy validation task from Pardos and Jiang [13], which
involved evaluating how well the vector space completed 2,256
pre-specified analogies such as, Math 1B is to Honors Math 1B as
Physics 7B is to Honors Physics 7B.

6.2 Bag-of-Words
For each course, its NinjaCourses comments were concatenated
and vectorized. The vectorization method used for the comments
was bag-of-words (unigram).

Each NinjaCourses course vector was created by aggregating
student ratings for that course; for example, if the average ratings
for a course in the categories “Overall”, “Assignments”, “Exams”,
“Enthusiasm”, and “Helpfulness” were 78, 85, 86, 63, and 65 respec-
tively, and the students’ comments are concatenated into a single
string, then the course vector representation would be [78, 85, 86,
63, 65] concatenated with the vector representation of the comment
string.

6.3 Sentence BERT
Sentence-BERT (SBERT) [16] is a modification of the pretrained
BERT network to derive semantically meaningful sentence embed-
dings that can be compared using cosine-similarity. After prepro-
cessing (such as removing punctuation and stop words), we applied
SBERT to course catalog descriptions which returned vectors of
length 768.

7 RESULTS
For each model tested, we assigned an accuracy score. The score
for a particular model is determined by what percent of the 1,017
pairwise comparisons of course time load from the survey themodel
predicted correctly. That is, the percentage of comparisons in which
the model and student agree on the course that takes more time to
receive the same grade in. The results are summarized in the table
4.

Overall, methods using the student enrollment data performed
the best, with both the neural network and the random forest
trained on course2vec vectors resulting in an accuracy of 71%. Meth-
ods involving credit hour prediction all scored under 60% accuracy.
Of all credit hour prediction methods, the neural network based on
SentenceBERT was the most promising at 59% accuracy. Ensemble
methods combining all other classifiers together were also tried,
and surprisingly, this resulted in a degradation of accuracy. This
could be due to highly correlated predictions between course2vec
and SBERT, as we calculated that the two models overlap in 86% of
the instances.

Results confirm that official credit hours are not a useful proxy
for time load and that the expected regularization of the course
vectors did not help. NinjaCourses ratings were not effective, per-
haps because the NinjaCourses information is outdated, or because
student comments on the site are not only about courses but also
past instructors’ teaching styles. It is also plausible that students’
perception of a course’s goodness in the NinjaCourse areas of “As-
signments”, “Exams”, “Enthusiasm,” “Helpfulness,” and “Overall”
are not closely related to the time load demand of the course.

Interestingly, student enrollment-based representation (i.e.,
course2vec) performed best at predicting relative time load. Per-
haps because it provides information on which courses students
typically take later into their academic careers that may be more
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Table 4: Accuracy of different methods and data sources on the pairwise classification problem

Source Data Representation Method Ranking/Classification Method Acc.

enrollment best analogy C2V

credit hour regression 0.57
credit hour neural network 0.53
validation set LR (CV) 0.69
validation set NN (20 nodes) (CV) 0.71
validation set RF (CV) 0.71
validation set NN (100 nodes) (CV) 0.69

catalog description

tf-idf

credit hour regression 0.56
credit hour neural network 0.55
validation set LR (CV) 0.66
validation set NN (20 nodes) (CV) 0.63

BOW

credit hour regression 0.53
credit hour neural network 0.56
validation set LR (CV) 0.64
validation set NN (20 nodes) (CV) 0.64

SBERT

credit hour regression 0.56
credit hour neural network 0.59
validation set LR (CV) 0.67
validation set NN (20 nodes) (CV) 0.69

enrollment
+ catalog description

best analogy C2V
+ SBERT

credit hour regression 0.55
credit hour neural network 0.55
validation set LR (CV) 0.67
validation set NN (20 nodes) (CV) 0.7

ensemble all

credit hour regression 0.55
credit hour neural network 0.56
validation set LR (CV) 0.68
validation set NN (20 nodes) (CV) 0.68

NinjaCourses ratings* NinjaCourses numerical
ratings vector

credit hour regression 0.54
credit hour neural network 0.49
validation set LR (CV) 0.59
validation set NN (20 nodes) (CV) 0.57

NinjaCourses comments* BOW

credit hour regression 0.56
credit hour neural network 0.57
validation set LR (CV) 0.65
validation set NN (20 nodes) (CV) 0.67

NinjaCourses ratings
+ comments*

concatenation of ratings,
BOW

credit hour regression 0.55
credit hour neural network 0.45
validation set LR (CV) 0.65
validation set NN (20 nodes) (CV) 0.66

*NinjaCourses ratings were not available for all courses students rated (318 of 436 courses used for these experiments)

demanding and time intensive and which students avoid taking
together because of their high time demand.

8 DISCUSSION
In this work, we introduced the task of predicting effective relative
course time load. We conducted a series of prediction experiments
using enrollments, catalog descriptions, and externally sourced
course comments and ratings as input to several models. We found
the most useful source of data for this task to be course enrollment
history, modeled using course2vec. This approach achieved an ac-
curacy of 0.71 in predicting students’ pairwise time load ratings
between courses they had taken before and received the same grade

in. Slightly less effective were course catalog descriptions, which
performed best when modeled using sentence-BERT (0.69 acc).
Surprisingly, the combination of sentence-BERT and Course2Vec
representations did not lead to an overall improvement, scoring 0.70
acc. Externally sourced course comments from students performed
considerably better than externally sourced course ratings (0.67 vs
0.59 acc), but neither improved overall accuracy when included in
an ensemble of representations (0.68 acc).

Our analyses confirmed that official course credit hours were
not useful in predicting effective course time load and thus are an
imprecise and insufficient indicator to use to compare which course
has a higher time demand. This finding should motivate the need for
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a better measure that students can consult when selecting courses
and for further research to be conducted on this topic in order
to improve the accuracy of these measures from the benchmarks
established in this work.

9 LIMITATIONS AND FUTUREWORK
There were several limitations in our approach. Our time load sur-
vey was not diverse with respect to student major, with students in
STEM comprising 91% of respondents, with 27% of them majoring
in mechanical engineering. It may be found that there is a different
proportional benefit of catalog description in non-STEM courses,
for example. A limitation of our general method is that we aim to
predict a single time load per course. While this is commonplace,
given courses have a single course credit hours attribute, expected
time load likely varies by the background preparation of the individ-
ual and thus a more personalized approach to time load prediction
could be explored. While this work focused on time load, future
work could explore predicting other factors of course load, such
as mental effort and psychological stress. Lastly, our methodology
made predictions of pairwise ratings of course time load (i.e., which
course had greater load). Future work could seek to predict a nu-
meric load rating on a scale that could be compared across many
courses.
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